The real area of contact of a frictional interface changes rapidly when the normal load is altered, and evolves slowly when normal load is held constant, aging over time. Traditionally, the total area of contact is considered a proxy for the frictional strength of the interface. Here we show that the state of a frictional interface is not entirely defined by the total real area of contact but depends on the geometrical nature of that contact as well. We directly visualize an interface between rough elastomers and smooth glass and identify that normal loading and frictional aging evolve the interface differently, even at a single contact level. We introduce a novel protocol wherein the real area of contact is held constant in time. Under these conditions, the interface is continually evolving; small contacts shrink and large contacts coarsen. When the same protocol is applied to an extended PMMA-PMMA frictional system, the static coefficient of friction grows while total area of contact is held constant. This suggests that the observed geometry-dependent evolution of single contacts may apply to a broad class of frictional systems.
When two ostensibly flat solid bodies are brought into contact, small-scale roughness results in the formation of a multitude of tiny contact patches known as microcontacts [1] . The resulting real area of contact, A R , is typically much smaller than the spatial extent of the interface and is considered a proxy for frictional strength [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Such multi-contact interfaces (MCIs) evolve in time, a phenomenon known as 'frictional aging' [7] . Under static external conditions, A R and the frictional strength of an interface grow logarithmically for a wide variety of materials including metal [7] , plastic [8, 9] , rock [10, 11] , sand [12] [13] [14] , and paper [15] . This growth is captured by the Rate and State Friction laws [16] [17] [18] , in which a phenomenological State variable is often interpreted as being directly related to the instantaneous value of A R /F N , where F N is the normal load. This framework has successfully described a wide variety of frictional behaviors in systems ranging from tectonic plates [19] [20] [21] to micro-machines [22] and AFM tips [23] . However, it was recently demonstrated that the state of the interface is not uniquely defined by A R and F N , but additionally depends on the loading history of the interface, in a manner akin to the stress-strain relationship of memory foam and crumpled paper [24, 25] . This interfacial memory suggests that aging and an increase in F N affect the interface in different ways. Understanding how these effects differ requires inspection of the interface on a single microcontact level [2] .
Here we experimentally investigate the evolution of the real area of contact on a microcontact level. We show that aging and an increase in normal load modify individual contacts in a fundamentally different way. An interface held at constant A R by slowly decreasing F N in time continually evolves: large contacts with complex shapes grow while small, more circular contacts shrink. This evolution suggests a clear difference between the ef- fects of aging and changing F N , which we verify systematically using both ordered and randomly rough surfaces. Utilizing a separate frictional system, we show that evolution at constant A R decreases the frictional strength over time.
We optically measure the real area of contact of an interface between a rough silicone rubber sample and smooth soda-lime glass at asperity-level resolution. Normal load is applied to the rubber through an S-beam 473nm) is injected into the glass from the side such that it totally internally reflects (TIR), except at points of contact, where it scatters and is detected by the camera (Thor Labs CMOS sensor with a Canon 50mm f/2.5 Macro lens), as depicted schematically in Fig. 1(b) [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The gray-scale images of the interface are thresholded to produce a binary matrix, I, representing points of contact and non-contact, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and (d). We choose a single threshold value for all experiments that reproduces the established linear relation between A R and F N [1, 4, 29] for randomly rough surfaces, where A R is defined as the integrated area of all contact points,
The two surfaces in contact form a heterogeneous interface. A rapid increase in F N modifies the interface by connecting existing regions of contact and introducing new asperities, as shown for a typical subsection of the interface in Fig. 2(a) . At constant F N , A R increases as a function of time as the interface ages. The contact growth during aging, in contrast, consists almost entirely of expanding existing contacts, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The time-dependent growth of A R is known to be logarithmic for randomly rough surfaces [1, 16, 30] , but due to a small asperity population, behavior in these samples is quasi-logarithmic, as shown in Fig. 2(c) .
A quantitative comparison of the effects of changing F N and aging demonstrates that local contact geometry influences the two types of evolution differently. Asperities with more complex shapes, i.e. larger perimetersquared-to-area-ratios, p 2 /a, account for a larger share of the total growth in aging experiments than in experiments where the normal load is rapidly increased, as shown in Fig. 2(d) . The opposite is true for more circular contacts, i.e. asperities with smaller p 2 /a. These differences are visually apparent in a direct comparison of area growth between the two protocols, as shown in Fig. 2(e) . However, even for our well-controlled system, small differences arise between consecutive experiments. Furthermore, an interface between two randomly rough surfaces, the asperity population is completely refreshed between experiments, and a direct comparison between two experiments would not be feasible. To bypass this limitation, we introduce a novel procedure in which an interface is kept at constant A R and compared against itself.
Traditionally, experimental and numerical models designed for characterizing frictional interfaces control either the normal load or the separation between surfaces. Under these conditions A R changes perpetually. We implement a new protocol wherein A R is held constant by modifying F N . For A R to remain constant, F N must decay logarithmically in time, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The rate at which F N decays in order to maintain A R = A 0 is linearly proportional to the initial normal load, F 0 , as shown in Fig. 3(a) inset. Interestingly, for F N the logarithmic trend begins practically instantaneously in contrast to the standard aging measurements in our system, where A R appears to grow logarithmically only after approximately 100 seconds.
While A R is held constant, the interface continually changes; contact is removed locally and added elsewhere. This evolution is indicated by the logarithmic growth of the measure of relocated contact ξ(t), as shown in Fig.  3(b) , and defined as (2) where I 0 = I(t = 0). The second term in Eq. 2 accounts for the possibility of fluctuations in total contact. The evolution of the interface displays geometrical patterns; as the interface ages, larger asperities grow and cavities are filled, and the concurrent decrease in F N shrinks smaller asperities, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . In interfaces formed from randomly rough surfaces, small contacts are round, and large contacts exhibit complex coastlines. It is therefore unclear whether the growth of large asperities is a result of their size or complex shape. One advantage of digitally-designing 3D printed samples is that these attributes can be probed independently. An ordered grid of identical hemispheres, half of which are vertically displaced, generates two types of contact regions: large and small circles. When this interface is held at constant A R , small asperities shrink and large asperities grow, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , reminiscent of Ostwald ripening [31] . In an interface consisting of an ordered grid of circles and cross-shaped asperities of equal area, crosses grow and circles shrink, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . This is in fact the opposite behavior one would see in Ostwald ripening, which would favor blobs with smaller curvature.
Even in simple, ordered interfaces, contact growth during aging and during a change in F N is qualitatively different. More precisely, the growth rate appears to be guided by asperity geometry. This dependence is not unique to evolution at constant A R , and is also reflected in the growth under constant or rapidly rising F N ; in both cases, the effect is subtle, as all contacts grow and none shrink. Nevertheless, contact sub-populations do not necessarily grow equally fast; for example, during aging at constant F N , large circles grow faster than small ones, as shown in Fig. 4(c) . The same inequality holds when F N is rapidly changed, however the difference in growth rates is markedly smaller. These results reveal that aging has a stronger preference for large asperities than does a change in F N , consistent with the evolution of the interface at A R (t) = A 0 . The same comparison can be made for circles versus crosses; aging has a stronger preference for asperities with larger perimeters than does a change in F N , as shown in Fig. 4(d) .
We have shown that aging and an increase in normal load modify individual contacts in fundamentally differ-(a) are 5cm x 5cm in area. (c) Difference in contact area growth between the large and small circular asperity sub-populations as a function of total growth. Data is presented for aging (red) and for increasing F N (blue) for four values of F 0 . (d) Difference in contact area growth between the cross-shaped and circular asperity sub-populations as a function of total growth. Data is presented for aging (red) and for increasing F N (blue) for four values of F 0 . ent ways. Contact growth is influenced by the shape and size of existing asperities; aging has a stronger preference for both large asperities and asperities that have a complex coastline.
Models considering contact tend to focus on the instantaneous mechanical state, ignoring the kinetics of loading. However, in some cases these details may be important, especially given a strong material and/or geometric mismatch, as in our system. As normal load is increased, Poissonian expansion creates local shear stresses on existing contacts [25] . Contact lines with negative curvature result in the formation of elastic domes that resist the filling of enclosed hollow spaces. Thus, increasing the normal load tends to grow the outer shell of contacts, rather than filling holes, nooks, and crannies. These spaces hold significant residual stresses, and are therefore the loci most prone to relax and creep over time; high shear stresses at the interface stimulate slow creep of the contact line and result in the filling of holes. When A R is held constant in time, the two modes of evolution are pitted against each other. Thus the holes, nooks, and crannies of large asperities fill in, and small contacts are removed. The evolution of an interface held at constant A R suggests that macroscopic properties such as frictional strength will also evolve under these conditions. We test this hypothesis for a PMMA-PMMA interface using a second experimental setup, described in detail in [24] , a biaxial compression/translation stage. The experiment is configured to adjust F N so as to keep A R constant for a given hold time t H , and to subsequently shear the system until sliding. We find that at constant A R , the frictional force F S decreases with hold time, while the coefficient of friction, µ s , grows even faster than during a standard aging experiment, as shown in Fig. 5 . Thus, here too we find that the interfacial state evolves at constant A R . While we cannot rule out strengthening of existing contact [23, 32] as a potential mechanism, we conjecture that this evolution stems from geometrical effects, just like in the softer system.
